TODAY'S TOP STORIES

1. Michael Jordan uses multimillion settlement to gift Chicago hospitals Full story

2. Drs. Amy Au, Kevin Laing & more — 7 dentists making the news Full story

3. Aspen Dental's Dr. Anniece Ward serves veterans — 4 highlights Full story

4. Hospital CFO charged with vandalizing CEO’s house in Oregon Full story

5. Whitepaper: The 6 keys to dental practice financial strength. Click here to learn more and download.

6. 'A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away': Star Wars music improves colonoscopy effectiveness Full story

7. Heartland Dental reaches 700 offices, Aspen Dental wins The Global Award for its 'Taste of the Future' campaign & more — 6 key notes Full story

8. FTC moves to block Advocate, NorthShore merger Full story

9. Cleveland Avenue Dental Center partners with schools to bring dental services to students — 5 highlights Full story